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Behavioral ,Sex Differences in Children 
of Diverse Cultures: The Case 
of Nurturance to Infants 
CAROLYN POPE EDWARDS 
A radical reconceptualization of sex-role devel-
opment is taking place in the field of develop-
mental psychology today (Maccoby 1988; 
Jacklin 1988). This rest:1lc!uring involves both 
theoretical and empirical transformations. The 
theoretical aspect includes efforts 10 integrate 
social "learning and cognitivist perspectives 
through a focus on self-socialization, which can 
be defined as the process whereby children in-
fl uence the direction and outcomes of their de-
velopment through selective attention, imita-
tion, and participation in particular activities 
and modalities of interaction that function as key 
contex.tS of socialization. The empirical trans-
formations involve a renewed focus on context. 
Whereas earlier studies of behavioral sex dif-
ferences typically involved appraising indi-
vidual behavioral dispositions across contexts, 
the new approach seeks ways to understand be-
havior within specific dyadic and activity set-
tings. 
The goals of earlier work were to understand 
how, why, and at what age girls and boys begin 
to vary behaviorally along such dimensions as 
"nurturance," "aggression," and "dependen-
cy ... including determination of how sex-typical 
dispositions are influenced by cuJcural factors 
(exemplified by Maccoby & Jacklin 1974, and 
our early analyses of sex differences in chil-
dren's behavior, in Whiting & Edwards 1973). 
In contrast. the new approach seeks to under-
stand ( 1) how different kinds of social behavior 
are elicited by different contexts of socialization 
(defined by the se:>;., age, status. and kinship of 
social interactants, ongoing activities. and other 
potent dimensions of setting}; (2) how these 
contexts of soc ialization are distributed across 
cultures and associated with various adult sub-
sistence str-J.tegies. fami I y structures, household 
patterns, and forms of social networks; and (3) 
how boys and girls of each age in diverse 
cultures come to occupy different contexts of 
socialization. 
Definite answers have yet to emerge on the 
causal mechanisms and processes in the on-
togeny of selt differences. r nstead. we remain at 
the preliminary stage of collecting a solid corpus 
of descriptive data. The data serve to show how 
sex, age, and cultural differences in children's 
interpersonal behavior are related to daily rou-
lines. including modes of subsistence. parental 
division of labor. household living arrange-
ments, and social networks for work and leisure. 
These data do~ly parallel those data sought in 
current studies of nonhuman primates. where 
sex., age. and species differences in interperson-
al behavior are studied in relation to sex-typical 
life·history strategies (as defined by patterns of 
. dispersal and ranging. lifetime group mem-
bership, modes of se:>;.ual selection and parent-
. ing, and modes of achieving and maintaining 
group status). 
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COMPARATIVE SOCIOECOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD 
In the remainder of this chapter, I allempt [0 
iIIu~trate the kinds of insights being achieved in 
cross-cu [lural studies of children's sex-typed be-
havior, and to show what kinds of comparisons 
can be drawn to findings on juvenile nonhuman 
primates. I focus on one dimension of interper-
~lOal behavior-children's interaction with in-
fants-as e'lemplary of the problem domain. 
Only in recent years has alloparenting behav-
ior rcee ived systematic study in either humans 
or nonhuman primates. Among the nonhuman 
primates, allomothering by nonparen!s. nOt-
mally close kin, is common. The degree 10 
which mothers permit it varies within and 
among species. however, as docs the degree of 
interest in infants by nonparent animals (Hrdy 
1976; McKenna 1987; Fairbanks 1990). Among 
the New World monkeys (Callithrichidae), 
where multiple births are common, both fathers 
and immature siblings playa prominent role in 
infant care. In red-bellied tamarins, for cum-
pIc. siblings and fathers compete with mothers 
10 carry infants during the infants' first month of 
life (Pryce 1988). Among Old World monkeys. 
in contas!, th~ pattern of aliomothering varies 
greatly across species. Extensive "aunting" by 
immature females has been described for a 
number of species. especially \angurs and 
vervets, whereas free-living adult males may 
provide protection from predators or hostile 
monkeys but rarely carry or baby-sit infants (Re-
dican & Taub 1981; Snowden & Suomi 1982). 
THE CHILDREN OF DIFFERENT WORLDS 
STUDY 
Method 
The findings on child caretaking to be described 
come from our recent study, Children of Differ-
elll Worlds: The Formation of Social Behavior 
(Whiting & Edwards 1988). The book is based 
on New Sample dala collected from 1965 to 
1975 by 10 collaborators and ourselves. as well 
a.~ on data reanalyzed from the 1954-1956 Silt 
Cultures Study (Whiting & Whiting 1975). The 
majority of the sample communities were tradi-
tionally part of tribal societies with subsistence 
ba...cd on honieullUrc andlor pastoralism ("mid-
dle-level" societies). The others were part of 
complex, ~tralified societies with economies 
based on intensive cultivation andlor industry. 
None' was a hunter-gatherer group. Middle-level 
""<,... 
societies normally make greatest use of children 
as infant caretakers, while the percentage of so-
. cieties using child caretakers is smaller for hunt-
ers, gatherers, and fishers than for other subsis-
tence types (Kanner 1975). 
The six New Sample communities, together 
with the Six Cultures, were located in the na-
tions of Kenya (five communities). India (two 
communities), Liberia, Okinawa, the Philip-
pines. Meltico, and the United States (one com-
munity each)(Table 22. I). In each of these com-
munities, a sample of between 16 and 104 
children aged 2 to 10 years old was selected for 
timed observation using Focal-Subject Sam-
pling (see Altmann (974). Behavior was re-
corded as wrillen running records by trained 
members of the children's culture. In recording 
the focal child's social acts (event sampling), the 
observer followed the eyes of the focal child, 
identifying whenever possible not only the 
child's social interacts but also the event that 
invoked it and any response by a social partner. 
The records were taken in consecutive English 
sentences, for later coding. Behavior coding in-
volved judgment of the apparent intention, 
which often could be made only when the entire 
sequence of events was known. Before an obser-
vation was started, the date, time of day, euc! 
location, people present. and activities in prog-
ress were recorded. Time records were main-
tained along the left-hand margin of the paper, 
with notes as to when people entered or left the 
interactional space. With the exception of 
Bhubaneswar. India. observations were limited 
to the daylight hours and were distributed over 
four or five periods of the day. In the S ix. Culture 
Study, each record was 5 minutes in length; in 
the New Samples, they were 15 minutes to 1 
hour in length, depending on the community. 
Methods of training observers and achieving in-
!erobserver reliability were roughly the same 
across communities. 
In coding social events, we categorized each 
interact as a type of mand. defined as an attempt 
on the part of an individual to change the behav-
ior of the social partner (Whiting 1980). We 
used silt major categories of mands, each with 
subcategories: ego dependent (seeking comfort, 
physical contact, help, information, approval. 
food, other material goods, or permission); ego 
dominant (seeking to injure, annoy, insult. dom-
inate. compete, or escape); nurturanl (offering 
comfort, physical contact, help, information, 
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Table 12.1. Sample Communilies in Which Behavior Rcconfs ror Focal Children Were CoIlccled 
Yeusof 
Loc:.tiOll Field zeseud>er r",ldwon: SaniPle 
Kic ....... Ubcri. Gerald En:hak 1970-1971 IS households: 20 children. 1-6 (360 minllleS or 
observation per child' 
Kokwel. Kenya Sara Hartness 1972-1975 64 children .ged 3-10« 120 miDutes or observation 
, ' Charles Sltper per cbildl 
Kisa IJId Karia- ThollUlS Weimer 1970-1972 24 urban IJId runl families maIdled by .ge. educ:a-
bangi, Kenya lion, Mel kinslaip lies; 68 children .ged 2-8 (120 
minules of observation per child) 
Ngcca. Kenya Beatrice Whiling 1968-1970. 42 homesteads; 104 children.ged 2-10 (45-300 
1973 minules or observation per cbild) 
Bltbanes .... r. India '. SlISan Seymour 1965-1967 24 households (8 upper. II middle. 8 lower elml: 
(stale o«lrissa) " 103 children .ged 0-10 (16 hours of observation 
per householdl 
Nyan$Ol1g<1, Kenya Robcn Levine 19S5-19S6 18 homesteads; 16 children aged 3-10 (75 minutes 
Bamara leVine: of observarion per child) 
Uoyd 
Juxdabuaca. Mexico A. K. Romney 1954-1956 22 households; 22 children aged 3- I 0 (79 min.te. of 
Romaine Romney observation per child) 
Tarong, Philippines William Nydegger 1954-1955 24 households; 24 children aged 3-10 ( I JS m;nlttes 
Corinne Nydegger of ob5ervation per child) 
Ta"·a. Okinawa Thoma$ Maretzl:i 1954-1955 24 households; 24 children aged 3-10 (74 minut .. or 
Hatsumi Marelzki ob5ervation per child) 
Khal.pur, India" Leigh Mintum 1954-1955 24 households; 24 "hildren aged 3-10 (95 minllles or 
observation per child) 
Orchard Town, U.S. John Fischer 1954-1955 24 households; 24 children aged 3-10 (82 minules or 
Ann Fisc:her ooservalion per child) 
'Mi_ tellIt!t<d 10 Kholaput in 1974-197S. The dOl. used in ,hi. "" ..... do ... '""Iude !he _lIdy. 
SoI<rrt: Whi.'" oad Ed.,"",. (l9t!8. p. 19,. 
approval, food, other material goods, or pennis-
sion); prosociai (commanding an economic, a 
household, or a childcare chore, commanding 
hygiene oreliquette, reprimanding another's be-
havior); sociable (seeking or offering friendly re-
sponse, including social play,laughing together, 
talking together, verbal or physical teasing, or 
horseplay); and teaching (offering general infor-
mation, abstract knowledge, or infonnation 
about skills necessary for a chore). After coding 
the interacts, the frequency totals were conven-
ed into proponion scores (proponion of all 
coded social acts by an actor or a category of 
actors). 
A brief description of the sample commu-
nities is warranted. Nine of the 12 were rural 
peasant economies. A generation or two pre-
viously, the members of these communities had 
produced their own food through honiculture 
and animal husbandry, but by the time of study, 
the people had become involved in some cash 
cropping or wage work to buy products of the 
industrial world. The other three communities 
were urban; men worked as wage earners, en-
lrepreneurs, 'or professionals. Women's work-
loads varied greatly, with the heaviest in rural 
Kenya. where mothers desired many children 
and also perfonned heavy fann and household 
work. Settlement patterns of the communities 
varied from those composed of large farms, to 
hamlets, villages, large towns, and parts of cit-
ies. Average household size was smallest in the 
United States community of Orchard Town. 
New England, with three children per family. 
and largest in the Kenyan and Nonh Indian sam· 
pies. where 7-10 children were usual. Kir 
availability was greatest in the rural polygynou: 
Kenyan households, which included as many a 
eight separate dwelling units. Kin availabilit: 
was also high in many other samples, wher 
relatives lived on contiguous or nearby land 
Most isolated from kinfolk were the apanmer 
dwellers of Kariobangi (a housing estate in Na· 
robi, Kenya) and the Americans in suburban 0 
chardlOwn. 
In addition Co these data, Whiting and I:< ' 
wards (1988) rePort data collected under the d 
reelion of Ruth and Robert Munroe using a for' 
of Instantaneous Sampling (Altmann 197 
called Spot Observation (Rogoff 1978; Munl' 
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Table 22.2. Sample Communities for Wbicb Instantaneous Behavior Samples 
(Spor Observations) Were Collected 
LOCal;'H1 rltld researcher Dales 
Ny.lllsung:o IGllsii}. Wcslem Province. Kenya Sara Nerlove 1967 10 girls, 12 boys 
8 girls, 8 boys Vihig~ ILogolil, Western Province. Kct1ya Rurh Mllnroe 1967 
Robelt L. Munroe 
Ngeca IKikuyu). Central Province, Kenya Ruth Munroe 1970-1971 12 girls. 9 boys 
28 girls. 25 boys 
5 girls, 6 boys 
Robert t, MUnroe 
ennacaste and Santo Domingo, Guatemala Sara Nerlove 1971 
S.nla lIarl>ara (Canchit<lS). Peru Uorlene Bolton 1974 
Ralph BollO/l 
Carol Michelson 
Oaremont, California. U.S. AmyKocI 1975 7 girls. 10 boys 
:;,"', ... : Whi!in, .ad Ed ... rd. (1988. 1'. 4J1. 
ct aL 1984), On designated days, and at set time 
periods during the day. the observer visited all 
the sample homesteads in tum and scored one 
sct of records per subject child: proximity to 
homc; predominanl activity; scx. age, related-
ncss. prmdmity. and activity of all persons pres-
cnt in the child's interactional space; persons' 
social engagement with the subject; and whether 
the subject was being supervised by an authority 
figure, By this method, a tOlal of 140 children 
aged 5-7 years old were studied during the years 
1967 to 1975 in six sample communities located 
in Kenya, Guatemala, Peru, and the United 
Slates (Table 22.2). 
Sex Differences in Children's Behavior 
One of our main Ii ndings was thaI it is far easier 
to describe sex, age, and cultural differences in 
children's typical companions and activities 
than to find diffcrences in their social behavior 
(relalive proportions of nul1urance, dominance. 
dependence, and sociability) after controlling 
f(lf companions and activities. These findings 
were consislenl across cultures. 
I. Girls spend mon:: oftheirdaydoing responsi-
ble or productive work. such as childcare. 
housework. and gardening; boys spend rela-
tively more of their time in undirected ac-
tivity or play, and these sex di!ferences are 
seen from age 3 onward. 
2. Sex segregation is the grand rule of social 
inleraetion during middle childhood (age 6-
10): boys and girls segregate into same-sex 
peer groups whenever there arc enough chil-
dren available, and especially do so when 
they have already divided themselves into 
age-homogeneous groupings (for extensive 
discussion, see Maccoby 19S8), 
3. During middle childhood, boys reduce con-
tact and interaction with their mothers and 
other adult females. and are observed at 
greater distances from home than are girls, 
4, Girls have more contact and interaction with, 
and responsibility for, infants than do boys, 
Girls' greater contact and interaction with in-
fants was, perhaps, the most consistent behav-
ioral sex difference we documented. In re-
analyzing the Six Culture data for children 5-10 
years old, and the Spot Observation data for 
children aged 5-7 (Table 22.3), we found that in 
10 of the 12 samples girls were observed more 
Table 22.3, Children's Involvement in Infanl Care 
Girls Boys 
Community (%) (%) Diffe~nce 
Six cultures-
Nyansongo )2(5) 22(4) +10 
luxtlahuac:a 13(7) 6(8) +1 
TarotIg 9(3) 9(3) 0 
Taira 15(7l 6(3) +9 
Khalapur 9(7) 1(4) +8 
OtdwdTown tO(I) 0(1) +10 
Spot observllions' 
Nyansongo 14 7 +7 
Vihiga 10 I +9 
Ngeca 1 3 +4 
COIUICO$IefSanto Domingo 3 I +2 
Santa Blitbara .6 0 +6 
Oaremont 0 0 0 
oPm:mugoe 0/' ......... iont io wI>O:h chiklml 19ood 5 on<! O~ (who 
....... oiblirtcl .... n:'f"Xt$iI>I< r", "'" iaronl oiblin, (lhe _ 0/' 
cItlldn:t> ",id> I· 10 IS·""""""'" oiblinp .,.. ,i.en in """'., ....... ). 
·~o/'obs<n' ....... in'""idtd.;I<nn&&<dS-1.,..huldi"' ... 
.. filii (\-18 1tIOIIIhs), 
:;'.....-r. Adop<ed (rum Whiri",....s Edw ..... (l98R. P. 731. 
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often than boys taking care of infant siblings, 
and in the remaining two samples girls' and 
boys'scores were equal (sign test, p < 0.001, 
two-tailed). 
Children's involvement in infant care was 
positively related to mothers' workload (see also 
Blurton Jones, Chapter 21, this volume). A rank 
on:iering of the Six Cultures mothers' workload, 
based on ethnographic descriptions, is as fol-
lows from highest to lowest: Nyansongo, Tar-
ong and Juxtlahuaca (approximately equal). Tai-
ra, Khalapur. and Orchard Town (Whiting & 
Whiting 1975, pp. 110-113). The rank ordering 
of children's involvement in infant care is Nyan-
songo, Taira, luxtluahuaca. Tarong, Khalapur, 
and Orchard Town (Table 22.3). The correlation 
of these two rank orders approaches signifi-
cance (Spearman p :; 0.81). In the Spot Obser-
vation communities, similarly, both maternal 
workloads and child infant tending were highest 
in the Kenyan samples and lowest in suburban 
Claremont, California. Furthermore, Munroe et 
al. (1984) report Spot Observation data from 
four cultural communities showing a strong re-
lationship of children's childcare and subsis-
tence workloads to mothers', but not fathers', 
total workloads. 
Whiting and Edwards (1988) also report the 
more detailed findings of our collaborators after 
the Silt Culture study, and these findings strong-
ly confirm the selt difference in children's in-
volvement with infants. Seymour's (1988) dis-
cussion of her findings for Bhubaneswar, North 
India, is particularly interesting because she 
also demonstrated the interaction of maternal 
workload and child sex (mediated by family sta· 
tus) in detennining the amount of responsibility 
assigned to children. She conducted timed ob-
servations in 24 households (all with infants) 
containing 43 children aged 6-10 years. In 
middle- and upper-status families, childcare re-
sponsibility was negligible for boys and low for 
girls. In lower-status families, however, where 
the mothers worked outside the household. girls 
cared for, assisted, and disciplined their infant 
siblings almost four times more frequently than 
did brothers and six times more frequently than 
did the middle- and upper-status girls. In Shu-
baneswar, mothers of all status groups consid-
ered it undesirable to involve sons in childcare; 
therefore, in the lower-status homes, daughters 
bore the load of assisting their mothers. 
Harkness (1975) conducted spot observations 
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in Kokwet, a rural Kipsigis famting community 
in western Kenya. The observations made of 
children's companions and activities were ran-
domized over three periods of the day and indi-
cate that girls aged 2-6 years tended babies in 
9% of their observations. versus 1 % for the 
boys. Similarly. girls aged 7-14 were observed 
tending babies in 8% of observations, versus 3% 
for boys. 
Sieley (1975) made spot observations in 
Kiplelji. the community adjacent to Kokwet, 
where she collected home observations on each 
of 58 children aged 6-7 years and 47 children 
aged 10-11. I n the younger age group, 52% of 
the girls versus 17% of the boys were observed 
at least once caring for, entertaining, or protect-
jnga baby Ix2(1):; 7.63p < 0.011. In the older 
age group, the differences were less, with 60% 
of the girls observed caring for babies versus 
35% of the boys IX2(1):; 2.65. nonsignificant!. 
Wenger (1983, 1989) conducted 1328 spo' 
observations on 105childrenaged2-1 [yearsin 
a rural Giriama community near Mombasa, 
Kenya. She found that work was the acti vity that 
increased most sharply with age and differenti· 
ated the seltes. Afterage 8, girls' time was heav-
ily structured to serve the needs of the household 
as a productive and reproductive unit. whereas 
boys gained new freedom to roam away from the 
home compound. At age 8-11. girls were ob-
served supervising or caring for an infant or a 
todd ler in 8% of their observations, versus less 
than 1 % for boys. Furthcnnore, in observing 
focal children, observers noted whether an in-
fant (18 months or younger) was present in the 
focal child's interactional space. Infants were 
present in the interactional spaa: of girls more 
than boys at all ages (2-3 yearolds: girls 18% of 
observations, boys 11%; 4-5 year .olds: girls 
21%. boys 13%;6-7 yearolds: girls 22%, boys 
19%; 8-1 I year olds: girls 27%, boys 5%). 
Clearly. girls perfoon more infant care and 
are more involved with infants than boys in 
many subsistence-based societies in which busy 
mothetS recruit help from oldet children. Be-
cause children under age 5-6 an: not usually 
considered matIU'C enough to are for infants, 
the sex difference appears at about that age and 
increases over the middle-childhood years. 
Children's involvement in infant care bears 
no consistent relationship to fathers'. Concern-
ing the Silt Cullures communities, for example, 
an approximate ranking of fathers' involvement 
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wilh infanls and toddlers puts Tarong first, Juxt-
lahu:u;a second. Orchard Town and Taira in the 
middle. and Khalapur and Nyansongo lowest 
(Whiting & Edwards 1988). This ranking is 
urthogonal to that of children (and also boys, 
considered separately; Table 22.3). In the SPOI 
Observation samples. a similar approximate 
ranking placcs Claremont first, the three Ken-
y;,m communities last. and the Latin American 
communities in between-a ranking negatively 
assuciated with that of the chi Idren (Table 22.3). 
In our sub-Saharan African communities, fa-
thers traditionally had little contact with infants, 
whereas children (including boys) cared for or 
supervised infants and loddlers. Husbands and 
wives often ate, slept. and socialized separately. 
Young boys prior to initiation spent much more 
time with mothers than fathers and helped with 
aU kinds oft3sks defined as feminine. especially 
when families lacked daughters (Ember 1973). 
Even in more modem times. these patterns have 
endured. Indeed, in all our Kenyan rural com-
mun itics, boys prior to the age of initiation were 
involved with infants: in Kien-taa, Kokwet, 
Kisa. Kariobangi, and Ngecha. 17% of boys 
~gcd 4- 10 years old versus 34% of girls wcre 
observed interacting with an infant (Whiting & 
EUwards 1988. Appendix D). 
It is interesting [0 compare these Kenyan find-
ings with those from other societies. Katz and 
Konner (198 J) reviewed the role of the father 
aoss-cufturaUy and found Ihat fathers' involve-
ment with infants depended on subsistence ad-
aptation, family organization, and general cul-
tural definitions of male and female. Using 
Barry and Paxson's (! 971) scales on 186 histor-
ically and linguistically independent cultures of 
all subsistence types, Katz and Konner found 
thaI fathers were more likely to be rated as 
-close" versus "distant" to infants in societies 
whose primary mode of subsistence was gather. 
ing, fishing, shifting agriculture, or hor-
tieuhure. as opposed to hunting. herding. or ad-
vanced agriculture Ix2(6) = 17.9, p < O.OIJ. 
They also found that fathers were more likely to 
be r~ted as close in societies that did not com-
bine polygyny, patrilocal residence. and the ex-
tended family type of organizalion IX2(I} . .,. 
7.67.p < O.OIJ, . 
Konner (1976) reports ethnographic field 
work among a traditional Kalahari !Kung group 
in which foraging was still the mode of subsis-
tence. where women gathered much of the fami-
Iy's food on long hikes into the deSert and fathers 
were intimately involved in domestic life. Men 
held and played wilh their babies around the 
camp butlef! routine caregiving to the women. 
Children' were little involved in responsible 
work of any kind, including childcare. Konner 
collected 15-minute observations (6 per age-
point per infant) for infants aged 1-94 weeks. 
Counting any sort of participation by older chil-
dren in [he course of an infant observation. Kon· 
ncr found that girls played more with infants of 
all ages and both sexes than did boys. (In addi-
tion, girls were more involved with girl infants 
and boys with boy infants.) Thus although there 
was no formal use of children as infant nurses, 
! Kung girls interacted with infants more Ihan did 
boys. Girls preferred to spend lime in camp near 
adults and little children, whereas boys spent 
more time playing outside the village (Draper 
(975). 
Blurton Jones (Chapter 2 I, this volume) dis-
cusses child-tearing strategies in a contrasting 
group of foragers, the Hadza of Tanzania. He 
claims that children do lillie formal childcare, 
but that children of either sex may be asked to 
hold a protesting toddler as the mother [eaves 
camp to go foraging and that girls who accom-
pany women are likely to be asked to carry or 
entertain an infant or a toddler. 
Draper and Cashdan (1988) studied hunter-
gatherers in transition; they compared nomadic 
foraging !Kung with nonnomadic !Kung who 
had recen[ly come to settle ncar permanent 
water resources to tend goats and donkeys and to 
raise crops. The move from a technologically 
simple to a more complex mode of production 
was associated with more hierarchical authority 
patterns, increased se1tual division of labor, 
greater use of child Jabor, and greater differ-
enliation among individuals. In the seuled 
!Kung contexl, mothers engaged in intensive 
subsistence aClivity within the village, and their 
daughters (near at hand) became ready taTgets 
for heightened requests to do chores and run 
errands. As a consequence, the behavior of sed-
entary !Kung children was much more sex dif-
ferentiated chan the behavior of comparable 
bush children. Draper (l975) reports on 55 
hours of elapsed-lime observations on 38 focal 
children aged 2 to 14. Children aged 2 to 6 were 
observed 10 do virtually no childcaring acts 
whether their parents were nomadic or seden-
tary. However, lhis changed at age 7-14. es-
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pedally for the sedentary girls whose mothers 
drew them into domestic worle. The average 
number of childcaring acts performed per hour 
were bush boys. 2; bush girls. l;sedentaryboys. 
0.4; and sedentary girls. 5.3. 
PROBING FOR CAUSES 
AND CONSEQUENCES 
What explains such cons,istent results? There are 
two major. mutually compatible hypotheses. 
with evidence for each. First, there is apprecia-
ble evidence of socialization pressure. Girls are 
orten preferentially assigned to care for infants 
because mothers think girls make better care-
givers or want to train girls fortheir future moth-
ering roles. In the rural Kenyan communities, 
for example, mothers prefer to use daughters or' 
nieces aged 6-8 as *child nurses," but will use 
sons of similar age if no girls are available 
(Ember 1973). In a classic cross-cultural study, 
Barry et al. (1957) rated published ethnogra-
phies for degree of socialization pressure re-
ceived by boys and girls in different domains. 
Ratings of "pressure toward nurturance" were 
judged largely by ethnographic statements 
about the assignment of childcare, and the re-
sults indicated greater pressure toward nur-
turance for girls than boys in 82% of 33 so-
cieties. 
There is also considerable evidence of self-
socialization, a process whereby children's own 
choices of models for imitation or identification 
and of preferred social companions, settings, 
and activities influence their developing behav-
ior. Thus one avenue of self-socialization re-
garding interaction with infants involves 
sex-role identification: as children gradually de-
velop concepts of "masculinity" and "feminin-
ity," and understand to which group they be-
long. they attempt to match their behavior to 
their conceptions (Maecoby & Jacklin 1974: 
Maccoby 1990). They identify with one or more 
adults of their sex and selectively attend to and 
imitate same-sex models. Because in every soci-
ety mothers are more involved in infant care 
than are fathers, we would hypothesize that sex-
role identification would lead girls to seek i'n-
fant-caretaking opportunities and boys to ignore 
or resist them. 
Our evidence for this hypothesis is noi as di-
rect as would be desirable but does indicate that 
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girls are more c~perati~ with mothers' p~ 
social comRlillldstincluding commands involv. 
ing child care) starting as young as age 2-3 
years' (Table 22.4). We examined age and sex 
differences in pen:entages of children's com-
pliance to maternal commands or suggestions in 
12 cultural samples. "Compliance" was de-
fined as either immediate or shortly delayed 
obedience. In some cultures. the sex difference 
was significant, and acroSs the 28 comparisons 
girls were more cooperative or compliant in 20, 
boys in 7, with one tie (sign test z := 2.31, p < 
0.05, two-tailed). Girls' more rapidly develop-
ing language skills and empathy toward Olhers 
(Hoffman 1977; Fischer & Lazerson 1984) 
could contribute, along with processes of scx-
role identification, to girls' greater cooperation 
with mothers' commands; nevertheless, it is our 
sense of the data that boys were less involved 
with mothers' work goals than were girls and 
that around age 4-5 they began to avoid their 
mothers and resist maternal authority (see Whit-
ing & Edwards 1988 for observations). 
A second important avenue for self-socializa· 
tion involves children's preferred partners or 
styles of interaction. Thus girls may be more 
attracted to infants or mother-infant dyads than 
are boys, andlor they may prefer nurlurant 
modes of interaction. Only the first of these has 
been directly studied in either children or the 
nonhuman primates, although many studies of 
children's fantasy play show girls from an early 
age preferring to act out family dramas involv-
ing themes of nurturance, whereas boys prefer 
role play involving monslers, animals. or super-
heroes focused on themes of dominance and ag-
gression (e.g., Spiro 1980; Pilcher & Schultz 
1983). In mosl nonhuman primate species yet 
studied, juvenile females marc orten associate 
with adult females and exhibit grealer interest in 
neonates and young infanlS Ihan do males (Per-
eira & Altman 1985; Pereira 1988a; Fairbanks, 
Chapter IS, this volume). 
Sex differences in children's interest in in-
fanlS have been studied by a number of Ameri-
can investigators but with an emphasis on chil-
dren's reSponses to unfamiliar inranlS, outside a 
family context (Fogel & Melson 1986)~ In a se-
ries or scudies. BJ:rman and her associates (Ber-
man 1986) found that during both early and mid-
dle childhood boys and girls approach and 
respond posilivcly to unfamiliar infants and tod-
dlers. During tbe preschool years, sell. dif-
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Table 22.4. Percentage of Children's '1"otal Compliance" (Immediate or Delayed) 
to Mothers' Prosocial Commands and Reprimands (A) and to Mothers' Instigations (of Any 'iYpe) (8) 
IAI 
Age 2-) years Age 4-5 yean Age 6-8 years 
Cummuoily Girt. Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys 
(New Sampled" (%) (%1 Difference (%1 (%1 Difference (%) (%) Difference 
Kien·I •• 10 1731 -) 89 83 +6 
Kokwel 91 15 +16" 84 84 0 96 89 +7 
Kisa 8) 62 +21 91 R) +8 83 76 +1 
Kariobangi 16 95 -19 87 76 +11 116 1921 -6 
Nge<:a 81 70 +11" 86 84 +2 96 92 +4" 
Bhubaneswar. lowe. class 62 67 -5 68 77 62 +15 
Bhubaneswar. middle and 57 53 +4 63 SO +13 78 58 +20 
ujlP:' classes 
(B( Age 3-6 years Age 7-!O years 
Community Girls Boys Girls Boys 
(Si~ Culluresl" (%1 (%) Difference (%) (%) Difference 
Nyaosongo 71 53 +18 63 45 +IS· 
ju.[I.hu~. 69 79 -roo 18 1441 +34"" 
Tamng 68 48 +20" 17 61 +16' 
KhaJ."". 51 60 -9 67 50 + 17 
Orr.-h.rtl Town 48 53 -5 76 
Nttlr; AU lest,. 'Or 'i~nlffl(ance an:: b03sed -on +1C:5Is. derived from Xl. T~:Ii arc: .""o-taitc:<f; ~ (I < O. ro •• p <:: O.05~ •• p <:. O.DI, .. up -:: O,OOL 
-1(1cn-I .. f,irb and mys 6-8] Ind Bhubanc-:l.wU' l..(11NcrClas;: (Iirl$ .. gl:d 4-SII'1.avt! been OO'Iined1)::C'luse lhey W('~ ba'Stdon (JOCchild-I11CHhc:rdy.ad 
Ld),. !W;tIlfCS from K:ieCHU (00)'"5- 2-1tand K.uiobali:gi IboY5 6-8) MVC been pf.aced ir. brackets benu$C tbey ,.,ereeKh M!iit:d on lwocbnd-moIhc:r 
dyod. OIIty . 
• T~~fJ; (IU subgroups) and Ordl-lru rboys 7-10) h.'Vc been o-m:itled ~auSC!' thetewerc loofcw xt:l;, 'The! score from llJurilhuac.~bo)'Si iiligt'd 1-10) has 
10m! placro in bract .... b«;IUSC it _. btscd on fc-w« 'han IQ child-"""h.,- 0<1<. 
!i<xurt: Adapccd r""" Wh;'i", &lid E<lwll\ls (\9&8. p. IS I). 
ferences in attraction to infants are not clearly 
evidenl. However, strong sex differences appear 
around age 5, at which lime children enact ste-
reotyped ··parental scripts" based on perceived 
adu It mascuJ ine and fcmi nine roles. Thus Amer-
ican boys become watchful and pro(ective but 
generally passive toward babies unless the 
babies need direct instrumental help, whereas 
girls become highly interactive and nurturant. 
In one study conducted in a day-care center, 
older (4.5-5.5 years) and younger (3.5-4.5) 
boys and girls were compared in spontaneous 
play with a young toddler and Ihen when ex-
plicitly asked to look after the child (Bennan & 
Goodman 1984). Sex and age differences 
emerged only after !he caretaking request. 
Then, older girls interacted most (and with the 
most varied and nurturant styles), ..older boys 
interacted least, and younger girls and boys ilt an 
intermediate level. In another study (ReidJet al. 
I 989), girls and boys aged 4-6 years were ·asked 
to pose for a photograph with an infant. Girls 
smiled, touched, and stood closer to the baby 
than did boys, but the differences were strongest 
when ch!ldren were specifically directed 10 act 
as [he baby's Mommy or Daddy. Remarkably, 
the command to pose as parent caused boys to 
move farther away, whereas it caused girls to 
move closer. These responses were inde-
pendent, because each child was individually 
tested. 
Overall, American psychologists suggest dif-
ferences in style of responsiveness rather Ihan 
basic attraction toward infants. They argue that 
adult socialization and children's own idem! fi-
cation with same-sex adults together foster the 
development of the sex difference in respon-
siveness during middle childhood. Do Ihe cross-
cultural data also show a sex difference in chil-
dren's style of interacting wilh infants? 
The data in Whiting and Edwards (1988) are 
useful in providing a close look at settings where 
large families and kin-centered life-styles offer 
both boys and girls opportunities to interact with 
infants and toddler.;. We examined the question 
by comparing the proportions of boys' and girls' 
(aged 4-10 years) social acts to infants that were 
nurluran! (defined earlier) in eight communities 
for which enough data were available. Sill. were 
located in Kenya. In the other sample commu-
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nities, boys interacted with infants too seldom to 
compare their relative nurlurance. (Girls aged 
3-11 exceeded boys in percentage of aggre-
gated social acts made to infants in each of the 
Six Cultures, sign text, p < 0.05; Whiting & 
Whiting 1975, Table 19.) 
The girls' mean nurturance was higher than 
the boys' in six of the eight samples (fable 22.5; 
two-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-
ranks test, W = 30.p < 0.04), and perusal of the 
observations indicated that girls took greater in-
terest and pleasure in caring for infants. !loys, 
although fully competent, were eager to leave 
their charges and play with peers, often in a 
rambunctious style (Whiting & Edwards 1988). 
However, meeting infants' needs in a skillful 
way clearly had positive consequences for all 
children: infants ceased crying, smiled, and 
reached out for those who responded appropri-
ately to their signals. Because girls were prefer-
entially assigned tasks of childcare, they had 
greater opportunities to learn and practice nur-
turant styles. 
This issue brings us finally to the issue of the 
behavioral consequences of juvenile caretaking. 
What are the short- or long-term effects? A pri-
mary hypothesis in primatology is that juvenile 
alloparenting functions to ensure later parental 
competence (Hrdy 1976; Fairbanks, Chapter 
15, this volume). Unfortunately, there are few 
data from free-living primates to demonstrate 
the effect (pereira & Altmann 1985). Recent re-
search on captive vervets, however, has shown a 
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correlation between altomothering and eventual 
reproductive success (Fairbanks 1990). Also, 
data from wild tamarins suggest that females 
may indeed benefit from juvenile experience in 
handling infants (Baker 1990). . 
Our data did not allow long-term effects (0 be 
examined, but did permit investigation of poten-
tial short-term effects. We compared social rela-
lions with peers for groups of 6- to 10-year-oid 
children that simultaneously had relatively great 
versus little interaction with infants. If experi-
ence with infants helps children to develop nUf-
turant social slyles, then children who interacted 
most with infants were expected to be more nur-
turanl as well to same-sex peers. their preferred 
social partners during middle childhood. 
The 12 subgroups of boys and girls aged 6- I 0 
from the six communities in the Six Culture 
Study provided the data (Table 22.6). Peers 
were defined as children of the same 6-10 age 
grade as the focal children but not siblings. The 
predicted correlation was found (two-tailed 
Spearman rank correlation, p = 0.61, P < 
0.05), supporting the hypothesis of transfer of 
nurturance from infant to peer contexts for both 
boys and girls. Although these correlational 
data do not demonstrate a cause-effect rela-
tionship and are not directly analogous to the 
nonhuman primate studies of allomothering and 
increased reproductive fitness, they are consis-
tent with the hypothesis that performing infant 
care may innuence children's nurturant behav-
ioral capacities. 
Table U.S. Sex Differences in Mean Propol1ion of NUl1urance 10 Lap Children 
by Girls and Boys 4-10 Years of Age 
Number or dyads (number or l'en:entoge of nurtUrAncc (as • prorortion or all 
alt social ..:IS to lap child= sociallCls to lip children) 
in parentheses} 
Girls Boys 
Commllllity Girls Boys (%) (%) Diff=nce 
New Samples' 
Kien· .. 5 (lOS) 3 (69) 38 2!i +13 
Kot._ 8 (89) 6(48) 27 31 -4 
Kisa 3 (16) 1(5) 49 0 +49 
Karioblngi 8 (13\) 3 (27) )9 29 +10 
Ngcca 10 (109) 4(36) 47 29 +18 
Six Cullwe samples· 
Nyansongo 6(174) 3 (35) 45 51 -6 
Juxl!ahuaca S (72) 4 (33) 62 36 +26 
1irong 6(173) 4(t86) . 52 41 +II 
·N.n-i •• beN .... Samplesillct ..... oaIyi.iti ..... IIUrtUtaIICe.I.lbeSi.C_ ...... ki .. l ..... lJochinitialed .... ......,....""_. 
1On1,"'" conwnII.ihn ....... the I&" or the lop child could be: Ickmir .... _1aducIod ;"Ibio_. 
~ WlIiliDJ and Ildwonll (1981, po 11B~ 
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Table 22.6. Interaction of 6- to 10-Year-Old Girls and Boys with Lap Children (0-24 months) 
and Proportion of Nurturance to Same-Sex Peers 
Interaction with lap children 
Group 
Nyansongo girls 
Juxtlahuaca girls 
Tarong boys 
Juxtlahuaca boys 
Khalapur girls 
Tarong girls 
Taira girls 
Khalapur boys 
Nyansongo boys 
Orchard Town girls 
Taira boys 
Orchard Town boys 
Mean 
Source: Whiting and Edwards (1988. p. 264). 
Percentage 
37 
34 
28 
26 
20 
18 
7 
6 
6 
5 
4 
o 
16 
Weisner (1987) presents supportive data on 
one of our New Sample groups, the Abaluyia of 
western Kenya (communities Kisa and Ka-
riobangi). He collected 168 timed observations 
on 63 children aged 2 to 6. Mothers made more 
requests and instructions regarding child-
caretaking to girls than to boys. Girls, in tum, 
were more nurturant and pro socially command-
ing to other girls (age unspecified) than boys 
were to boys. 
Finally, Munroe et al. (1984) compared boys' 
and girls' workloads in four societies with their 
modes of social behavior when not working. 
The children lived in four communities with 
heavy subsistence workloads: Logoli of Kenya, 
Garifuna of Belize, Newars of Nepal, and 
American Samoans. In each community, 48 
children aged 3 to 9 were studied by means of 
spot observations (30 per child) and, on separate 
occasions, timed observations of social behav-
ior. For both girls and boys, significant positive 
correlations were found between caretaking lev-
els and nurturance scores when not caretaking, 
strongly supporting the hypothesis oftransfer of 
nurturance from the infant-caregiving setting to 
behavior with other partners. 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
In sum, involvement with infants is one of the 
most consistent sex-differentiated behavioral 
domains of middle childhood, yet neither the 
Proportion of nurturance to same-sex peers 
Group 
Tarong girls 
Nyansongo girls 
Juxtlahuaca girls 
Tarong boys 
Nyansongo boys 
Juxtlahuaca boys 
Khalapur boys 
Orchard Town girls 
Orchard Town boys 
Khalapur girls 
Taira boys 
Taira girls 
Percentage 
26 
20 
17 
13 
11 
10 
10 
9 
9 
8 
8 
5 
12 
causes nor the consequences of the phenomenon 
are well understood. Only recently has the phe-
nomenon attracted the attention of developmen~ 
tal psychologists, due perhaps to their earlier 
focus on parent-child and peer relationships 
and to North American ethical values (cultural 
biases) favoring universalistic over kin-centered 
norms of care and concern. Child-infant rela-
tionships are gaining increased attention and can 
be seen as central rather than peripheral to the 
understanding of sex-role and sex-identity de-
velopment. Indeed, we propose that studying 
the child-infant dyad in the context of the fami-
ly provides a natural window into the self-
socialization processes that augment and extend 
behavioral sex differences. 
In the prevailing psychological opinion, sex 
differences in children's involvement with in-
fants are understood primarily as the result of 
sex-role identification and societal expecta-
tions, which jointly lead girls to attend se-
lectively to and imitate adult females and to in-
ternalize general expectations for feminine 
behavior, including (in specific circumstances) 
nurturance of and preference for infants. In the 
absence of societal expectations, no differences 
in nurturance of or preference for infants are 
predicted, according to this perspective. For ex-
ample, Fogel (1984, p. 178), a leading expert on 
infancy and development of nurturance, con-
cludes his review: 
It seems that differences in male versus female re-
sponsiveness to infants appear in middle childhood 
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and late adolescence and again in middle age. Young 
[preschool] boys, men of child-rearing age, and 
grandfathers seem about equally responsive to babies 
as their female counterparts. These studies suggest 
that sex differences in interest in babies may be related 
to society's expectations of how males and females 
should behave rather than to some underlying biolog-
ical [genetic] predisposition favoring females. Males' 
interest in babies seems to correspond to times in the 
life cycle when men are exposed to babies and expect-
ed to take an interest in them. Women are more likely 
to be expected to be interested in babies all through 
their lives. 
We would like to modify this account of so-
cialization by placing preferred social partners 
at the head rather than the tail of the system of 
causal theorizing. What we call the "company 
we keep hypothesis" states that age, sex, and 
cultural differences in children's typical social 
partners lead to individual differences in social 
behavior (because of the eliciting properties of 
various types of dyadic interaction) with long-
term implications for social development. On 
the basis of accumulated cross-cultural observa-
tions, we claim that distinctive generic behavior 
can be identified in particular types of dyadic 
interaction. These elicited responses appear to 
be easily learned and to resist extinction, al-
though their specific form is influenced by 
learning processes that modulate, channel, at-
tenuate, or amplify them in the culturally appro-
priate direction. Thus in searching to explain the 
development of sex differences, rather than lim-
iting our analysis to asking whether adults treat 
boys and girls differently in face-to-face interac-
tion, we begin with the fact that from an early 
age, girls and boys are typically observed in 
different settings where they have differential 
opportunity to interact with various age-sex-
kinship categories of companions. They receive 
differential opportunities to acquire and practice 
behaviors such as nurturance and aggression-
habits that may become lasting and general. 
To further differentiate our position from the 
prevailing account, we consider the possibility 
of genetically based predispositions. In raising 
the prior question of why boys and girls frequent 
different settings and dyadic interactions, we 
(Whiting & Edwards 1988) have stressed so-
cialization factors such as task assignment. 
However, on the basis of the primate literature, 
we also recognize the possibility of complemen-
tary predispositions, especially intrinsic prefer-
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ence for same-sex partners. The "company 
we keep hypothesis" fits well with Pereira's 
(1988a, p. 201) claim: "Animals are predis-
posed to learn particular types of behavior, and 
behavioral ontogeny functions, in part, to facili-
tate this selective learning and ensure that cer-
tain early social experiences are virtually inev-
itable" (see also Pulliam & Dunford 1980). 
In sum, we propose that involvement with 
infants is an important source of sex-typed be-
havioral development in children. The system of 
self-socialization is founded on attractedness to 
like-sex community members, followed by 
identification. Girls are predisposed in their de-
velopment to maintain proximity to adult 
females, where they receive maximal oppor-
tunity to attend selectively and maintain prox-
imity to infants, with the result that they gain 
knowledge and practice in nurturing styles of 
interaction. As they gain knowledge and prac-
tice, they become more skillful caregivers, with 
the result that nurturant interaction becomes 
differentially rewarding to them. The intrin-
sic rewards of skillful caregiving, along with 
cognitive-developmental processes motivating 
girls to increase self-esteem by mastering sex-
appropriate competencies, augment and extend 
the underlying sex differences in social prefer-
ence and selective attention. 
This argument clearly parallels Maccoby's 
(1988, 1990) and Jacklin's (1989) conclusion 
that preference for same-sex-peer interaction is 
a primary facilitator of sex-differentiated devel-
opment in children. They provide much em-
pirical evidence for the emergence of a prefer-
ence for same-sex peers in children by age 3, 
several years before consolidation of sex-role 
identification. The same-sex preference in-
volves selective attention, selective respon-
siveness to the reinforcements of same-sex oth-
ers, and (by middle childhood) tendencies to 
avoid or exclude the opposite sex when in 
groups. Maccoby concludes that sex segrega-
tion in children's playgroups is a central mecha-
nism in the development of sex-typed behavior 
and communication styles because of the dis-
tinctive "cultures" of boys' versus girls' groups. 
Our theory complements theirs by highlighting 
the importance of proximity to mothers and in-
fants in girls' sex-typed development. 
To test the proposed theory about the influ-
ence of interaction with infants on sex-role de-
velopment, the following empirical questions 
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need answers. First. at what age does girls' 
greater involvement with infants emerge? Does 
the evidence support the hypothesis that sex-
differentiated social preferences and selective 
allention emerge in carly chi Idhood, before sex-
role identification is consolidated? Second, if 
sex-differentiated involvement with infants does 
emerge early, what process (or combination of 
processes) causes it? We have suggested that 
girls are more involved than boys with infants, 
not as a result of greater basic attraction to in-
f ants, but as a secondary result of their attraction 
to female adults andlor nunurant and caretaking 
modes of interaction. Careful observation. of 
children's behavior is required under a series of 
conditions, with improved measurement of how 
and when children initiate interaction or prox-
imity-seeking and which social partners they se-
lectively observe and imitate. Methods used in 
studying spacing behavior, proximity, and al-
lomothering in nonhuman primates (e.g., Hinde 
& Atkinson 1970; Pereira 1988a; Fairbanks 
1990) would enable observation of children in 
natural family situations y.ohi1e maintaining suf-
ficiently refined data to separate the three fac-
tors. 
Finally, what are the short- and long-.term se-
quelae of children's involvement with infants? 
Data are needed to test potential hypotheses 
about caregiving experiences as source of (I) 
nurturant style of relating to peers, (2) later par-
enting skill, (3) generalized preference for 
needy social partners, and (4) the centrality of 
caring for others to emerging scl(-role self-
concepts, and other potential consequences. 
Studies addressing these queslions should 
clarify the role ofinteraction with infants in sex-
differentiated behavioral development and pro-
vide the data we need to understand the funda-
menIal processes of self-sociali~tjon. 
The original version of this paper was presented as 
part of the Symposium on the Cultural Construc-
tion of Gender. at the annual conference of the 
American Psychological Association, Boslon, Au-
gust 1990. 
